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Summary
Objectives: Gene sequence features such as codon
bias, codon context, and codon expansion (e.g. tri-
nucleotide repeats) can be better understood at the
genomic scale level by combining statistical methodol-
ogies with advanced computer algorithms and data
visualization through sophisticated graphical interfaces.
This paper presents the ANACONDA system, a bioinfor-
matics application for gene primary structure analysis.
Methods: Codon usage tables using absolute metrics
and software for multivariate analysis of codon and
amino acid usage are available in public databases.
However, they do not provide easy computational and
statistical tools to carry out detailed gene primary
structure analysis on a genomic scale. We propose the
usage of several statistical methods – contingency
table analysis, residual analysis, multivariate analysis
(cluster analysis) – to analyze the codon bias under
various aspects (degree of association, contexts and
clustering).
Results: The developed solution is a software appli-
cation that provides a user-guided analysis of codon
sequences considering several contexts and codon
usage on a genomic scale. The utilization of this tool
in our molecular biology laboratory is focused on par-
ticular genomes, especially those from Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, Candida albicans and Escherichia coli. In or-
der to illustrate the applicability and output layouts of
the software these species are herein used as examples.
Conclusions: The statistical tools incorporated in the
system are allowing to obtain global views of important
sequence features. It is expected that the results ob-
tained will permit identification of general rules that
govern codon context and codon usage in any genome.
Additionally, identification of genes containing ex-
panded codons that arise as a consequence of erro-
neous DNA replication events will permit uncovering
new genes associated with human disease.
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1. Introduction
Genome sequencing is opening unprece-
dented ways for understanding how primary
gene structure is organized. Two of the most
studied open reading frame characteristics
are codon usage and codon context. Codons
are organized in the open reading frames ac-
cording to specific rules that determine their
usage frequency and context. Since codons
are the primary gene structure features that
determine the sequence of amino acids in
proteins – they interact with the tRNA anti-
codons during mRNA decoding by the ribo-
some – understanding the rules that govern
codon usage and context is of critical im-
portance in understanding how genes evolve
and also how genetic diversity is created. A
number of studies have already shown that
each genome uses a set of preferred codons
and that codon context is not a random event
[1-3]. However, the general rules that gov-
ern codon usage and context remain largely
elusive. So, one may prompt the question:
can they be unraveled using genomic scale
approaches by combining bioinformatics,
statistical and computer visualization tools?

The other important feature of gene pri-
mary structure, in particular in eukaryotic
genomes, is the existence of tri-nucleotide
repeats that are in some cases associated
with a number of neurodegenerative dis-
eases, namely Huntington disease [4].These
tri-nucleotide repeats are sometimes organ-
ized as tandem repeated codons (ex: CUG)
that significantly expand the usage of a
single codon and consequently the number
of contiguous residues of a single amino
acid in a particular protein domain, thus
rendering it non-functional [5]. These tri-
nucleotide repeats are widespread in the

human genome, thus assuming biomedical
relevance and making them important tar-
gets for bioinformatics and statistical analy-
sis. Such genome wide surveys of tri-nu-
cleotide repeats, identification of genes that
contain them and statistical analysis of their
distribution can easily be carried out using
bioinformatics and biostatistics tools.

Traditional methods used for codon
usage and context analysis do not provide
user-friendly tools to carry out detailed pri-
mary gene structure analysis at a genomic
scale. Codon usage tables using absolute
metrics are available in public databases for
any sequenced gene or genome and free-
ware software for multivariate analysis (cor-
respondence analysis) of codon and amino
acid usage is also readily available, however
sophisticated statistical and data visualiza-
tion tools are clearly lacking.

In this paper we describe a bioin-
formatics system named ANACONDA that
offers a set of statistical tools and visual
models for gene sequence analysis.

2. Methods
2.1 Analysis of Contingency Tables
Tests of independence and residual analysis
for contingency tables can easily be found in
specialized literature surrounding categori-
cal data analysis (e.g. [6-8]). These method-
ologies have been applied to distinct areas
in order to study the association between
two variables subdivided in mutually ex-
clusive categories.

For our purpose, the data of gene se-
quences are processed in contingency
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tables. Thus, for example, if we intend to in-
vestigate the 3’ codon pair context we con-
struct a 64 × 64 contingency table where the
rows correspond to the codons in the P-site
and the columns to the codons in the A-site
of the ribosome.

Consider an r × c contingency table with
multinomial distribution where N is the total
number of observations, nij the number of
classified observations for the cell (i, j ),
ni• and n•j are the total marginal for the i-th
row and for the j-th column, respectively.

The statistical methodology herein pro-
posed involves the following computations:
The frequencies expected under independ-
ence of the table,

To measure the degree of association on
the table we calculate the Cramér coef-
ficient,

From [10] it is known that, under independ-
ence of the table, the adjusted residuals have
a standardized normal probability distribu-
tion, and therefore

P (–3 ≤dij ≤3) ≈ 0.9973, as N → + ∞.

This means that, for a 99.73% confidence
level, the cell (i, j) is considered responsible
for the eventual rejection of independence if

dij >3. By this way, we identify the pairs
as being highly biased.

A number of different mathematical
methodologies have recently been used to
study codon context bias (e.g. [2, 11-13]).
Most of these are based on z-scores-type
tests and give information about preference
and rejection. Basically, those methodol-
ogies differ with the assumed probabilistic
model.

We have performed a comparison be-
tween the results obtained by analysis of
residues with the results of computations
of z-scores based on probabilistic model
assumptions for the data considered by
[2], [11] and [12]. As a result, we found
that all the different models used indicated
the same codon pairs as having statistically
significant bias. So it is possible to use any
of these known methodologies to detect
bias.

The advantage of the proposed method-
ology is that its theory of inference is well
known, yielding an analysis that is more
sequential, easily interpretable and has
more complementary tools of analysis (e.g.,
measures of association). The adjusted
residual gives direct information about
preference and rejection in relation to what
would be expected on a random basis. Fur-
thermore, its probability distribution, under
the hypothesis of independence in the con-
tingency table is determined without simu-

The standardized residuals

The adjusted residuals dij,

The hypothesis of independence is tested
using the well known Pearson’s statistic,

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the codon context quantification process used in ANACONDA over a hypothetical
sequence. The quantification method consists of fixing each codon in the P-site, matching it to the A-site codon and increment-
ing the cell (P-site, A-site) in the quantification table.

Fig. 2 Architecture of the ANACONDA software. The ANACONDA package contains a data acquisition module that permits
downloading raw data from genome databases and filtering it into a local database. This data is then processed using a
ribosome simulation algorithm and transferred to a 64 × 64 table that renders itself to statistical analysis. The processed data
is then transferred to the visualization module that has a number of different tools that permit different types of data visual-
ization and analysis.
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lation techniques ([13] for instance, use a
Monte Carlo technique to estimate distribu-
tion parameters).

2.2 Multivariate Analysis
In order to find codon context patterns in the
contingency tables, lines and columns can
be grouped using classifying methodologies
such as cluster analysis [14, 15]. These pat-
terns are determined by calculating similar-
ities between two vectors of the contingency
table using, for example, Pearson cor-
relation coefficients and applying single
linkage clustering.

Having two vectors X = (X1, X2, ..., Xn)
and Y = (Y1, Y2, ..., Yn) and considering that
all the elements of the vectors have the same
weight, the Pearson correlation coefficient
centered is defined by:

Fig. 3 ANACONDA’s main window showing the colored genomic map for codon context
analysis of S. cerevisiae. The sequences downloaded are controlled on a tree-like structure
(left side panel). Each little square of the map corresponds to one individual context composed

Fig. 4 Graphical display showing two matrices or genomic maps for codon context analysis, one with and the other with-
out clustering. Data clustering permits the identification of patterns of rejected and preferred codon pairs, thus helping the
identification of general rules governing evolution.

of one fixed codon (rows) and one 3’ codon (columns). The colors visually expose the inten-
sity of the residual values in the contingency table, calculated for each codon (red for negative
values and green for positive ones as shown in the scale).
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Fig. 5 See legend on opposite page

Fig. 6 See legend on opposite page
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where X– and Y– represent the averages of X
and Y components, and σx and σy represent
the standard deviations of X and Y respec-
tively. The Pearson coefficients can assume
a value between –1 and 1 (|r| = 1 indicates
maximum dependency).

Alternatively, the uncentered correlation
coefficient is defined by:

This correlation is equal to the centered cor-
relation, when the average of the vector
components is zero.

The main difference between centered
and uncentered Pearson coefficients be-
comes apparent when we consider two vec-
tors with identical shape but with an offset
between them. In this situation we obtain the
maximum dependence using the centered
coefficient, but not using the uncentered
one, which could be an advantage.

This clustering analysis uses a single
linkage calculation where the distance be-
tween groups is defined as that of the closest
pair of individuals, where only pairs consist-
ing of one individual from each group are

and exploit possible evidence expressed by
the matrices of residual values.

The Visualization module is supported
by two-sided windows – the navigation tree,
on the left side, and the analysis window, on
the right side (Fig. 3). The analysis window
shows the usual output layout of a residual
analysis for codon context, in which each
residue of the contingency table is colored
according to a given scale (green for pre-
ferred contexts and red for rejected ones) to
ease interpretation.

A cluster analysis tool also allows calcu-
lating similarities between two vectors of
the contingency table using, for example,
Pearson correlation coefficients and apply-
ing single linkage clustering (Fig. 4). This
technique is used to group lines and col-
umns (codons) of the correlation matrix,
allowing highlight global patterns in the
genes. Figure 4 presents and compares two
contingency matrixes. In the first, the one
behind, both axis indices follow a prede-
fined order, while in the topmost matrix the
axis values are defined by the cluster analy-
sis results.

It is also possible to visualize the results
of residual analysis at the gene level (Fig. 5),
where the individual sequences are pre-
sented and colored according to the same
scale. This layout is prepared to highlight
other important features such as the dis-
tribution of rare codons in the ORFs, the
ratio of rare codons relative to the total
number of codons, the GC% at the 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd codon position, the CAI and the
effective number of codons [15, 16] of the
gene being shown, etc.

This module offers a set of tools that
permit carrying out several tasks such as
searching pre-defined sequence patterns,
visualizing data in histogram format, pro-
viding cluster analysis over codon-context
data and exporting residual tables or other
results for further statistical analysis.

Figure 6 presents a set of facilities that
are also available in the software. For in-
stance, a histogram graph (Fig. 6a) shows
the distribution of negative and positive
residues for codon contexts in the 64 × 64
codon matrix. Dark colors (central zone of
the scale) indicate residual values that fall
within the –3 to +3 interval, which are sta-
tistically non-significant. Another histo-

considered. The single linkage method pro-
duces clusters with “chaining effect”, i.e.
any element of a group is more “similar” to
an element of the same group than to any el-
ement of another group.

3. Results
Based on the above mentioned requirements
for biological research and aiming to in-
clude the proposed statistic methodologies,
we have built a software application for
codon context analysis (ANACONDA). Its
architecture is supported by three main
blocks: Acquisition, Processing and Visual-
ization (Fig. 2). Each module was developed
in a component-based approach which sim-
plifies replacement, updating or insertion of
new modules. The conceptual metaphor of
ANACONDA provides seamless navi-
gation, through a tree-like paradigm, over
gene sequences, crossing species, chromo-
somes, genes and codons.

The Acquisition module deals with ge-
nome input files, reading and interpreting
sequences of complete or partial sets of
ORFs from public or private genome data-
bases. FASTA is the main format that can
be used, but Genbank or others can easily
be integrated due to ANACONDA’s plug-
in architecture. Several filters can be used
in the reading process to ensure that the
screened sequences have the best possible
quality, and to avoid introducing back-
ground noise in the following analysis. In
the filters output, genes are separated in
classes (valid, rejected) according to user-
defined scanning patterns (i.e. check for a
nucleotide counting multiple of 3, start with
an AUG codon, stop with UAG, UAA or
UGA codons, total gene length, etc.).

The Processing module is the core of the
application. After the gene sequences ac-
quisition, the generated data is converted
into a contingency table that includes the
corresponding observed values of Pearson’s
statistics, the Cramer’s coefficient of associ-
ation, and the matrix of adjusted residues
[16]. After this processing, the data be-
comes available for the Visualization mod-
ule where the user can investigate the exist-
ence of significant bias in the codon context

Fig. 5 ANACONDA‘s main window showing a particular
gene sequence of E.coli. The sequence download process is
controlled on a tree-like structure (left side panel) where
the user can find validated, rejected and specific filtered
genes. The colors visually expose the intensity of the resid-
ual values in the contingency table, calculated for each
codon (red for negative values and green for positive ones).

Fig. 6 Multiple overlapped windows that show some of
the ANACONDA facilities. a) A histogram graph showing the
distribution of negative and positive residues for codon con-
texts in the 64 x 64 codon matrix. Higher statistical signifi-
cance of codon context is related to higher distances from
the zero value. b) This histogram shows the frequency of
each codon in the genome and allows the definition of the
maximum value that characterizes a rare codon in the study.
c) Codon Adaptation Indexes (CAI) histogram, giving pre-
dictions about gene expression levels for the selected ge-
nome. d) An editor that allows the definition of specific color
patterns to be searched in the genome using algebraic and
Boolean combinations.
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gram (Fig. 6b) shows the frequency of each
codon in the genome. Within this window it
is possible to adjust the threshold value that
defines a rare codon. Figure 6c presents an-
other tool of the software in which Codon
Adaptation Indexes (CAI) are calculated
and plotted in a histogram, giving predic-
tions about gene expression levels for the
selected genome [14]. There is also a filter
tool for searching specific color patterns in-
side genes (Fig. 6d). By moving the slider
bars we can easily define the pattern to be
searched and even assume a “don’t care”
value for some pattern positions. Finally,
ANACONDA integrates other special pre-
defined filters, such as the search for rare
codon patterns, nucleotide or amino acid
motives, genes with a given ratio of negative
to positive residues, codon usage indexes
other than CAI or rare codon frequencies.

4. Discussion
The ANACONDA software package pro-
vides a set of statistical, bioinformatics and
data visualization tools for gene primary
structure analysis. Full gene sets are auto-
matically downloaded from public data-
bases, namely Genbank. Downloaded se-
quences can then be analyzed in different
ways providing genome scale information
about codon context, codon usage, nucleo-
tide repeats within Open Reading Frames
and others. More importantly, the data can
be processed and visualized in different
graphical formats that can reveal new in-
sights from the interpretation of very large
data sets.

The statistical tools that are incorporated
in the system for data clustering, residual
analysis and histogram plotting of calcu-
lated indexes allow reaching new con-

clusions on primary gene structure features
at a genomic scale. We expect that the re-
sults obtained will permit identifying some
general rules that govern codon context and
codon usage in any genome. Additionally,
the identification of genes containing ex-
panded codons that arise as a consequence
of erroneous DNA replication events will
permit uncovering new genes associated to
human disease.

Ongoing studies are carried out using the
yeast genome as a model system to study the
effect of translational selection on gene
evolution. For this, the complete genomes of
S. cerevisiae and C. albicans are being ana-
lyzed with ANACONDA, using the full set
of facilities offered in the described pack-
age. Our preliminary data confirms pre-
vious results obtained in E. coli indicating
that codon context is highly biased, since
each single genome has a characteristic
codon context pattern that represents a
molecular fingerprint of that species.

The Anaconda software was developed
in C++ language, it runs on MS Windows,
and it is publicly available for non-com-
mercial usage at http://www.bio.ua.pt/
genomica/lab.
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